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Abstract 

We introduce a higher-order constraint-based language for structured and declarative parallel 

programming. The language, called GOFFIN. systematically integrates constraints and user-defined 

functions within a uniform setting of concurrent programming. 

From the perspective of parallel programming methodology. the constraint part of GOFFIN pro- 

vides a co-ordination language for the functional part, which takes on the role of the computation 

language. This conceptual distinction allows the structured formulation of parallel algorithms. 

GOrrlN is an extension of the purely functional language Haskcll. The functional kcmcl is 

embedded in a layer based on concurrent constraints. Logical variables are bound by constraints 

which impose relations over expressions that may contain user-defined functions. Referential 

transparency is preserved by restricting the creation of logical variables to the constraint part 

and by suspending the reduction of functional expressions that depend on the value of an unbound 

logical variable. Hence, constraints are the means to organize the concurrent reduction of func- 

tional expressions. Moreover, constraint abstractions, i.e., functions over constraints, allow the 

definition of parameterizcd co-ordination forms. In correspondcncc with the higher-order nature 

of the functional part, abstractions in the constraint logic part are based on higher-order logic, 

leading to concise and modular specifications of behaviour. 

We introduce and explain GOFFIN together with its underlying programming methodology, 

and present a declarative as well as an operational semantics for the language. To formalize 

the semantics, we identify the essential core constructs of the language and characterize their 

declarative meaning by associating them with formulae of Church’s simple theory of types, We 

also present a reduction system that captures the concurrent operational semantics of the core 

constructs. In the course of this paper, the soundness of this reduction system with respect to 

the declarative semantics is established. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

The communities of functional and concurrent constraint programming adopt rather 

different approaches towards parallel programming. The basis of parallel functional 

programming is the implicit parallelism of functional programs, embodied in the high 

degree of freedom in the evaluation order. The confluence property of the %-calculus 

guarantees the deterministic outcome of functional computations, even when sub- 

expressions are computed in parallel. Unfortunately, implicit parallelism is partly an 

obstacle. Its omnipresence makes it necessary to decide at which occurrences the or- 

ganizational overhead of parallel evaluation is worthwhile. Furthermore, from a soft- 

ware engineering point of view, it is not desirable to hide important properties of 

a program by making them implicit. But, to obtain a suitable degree of parallelism, 

an algorithm has to be explicitly designed for parallel execution [8, 121. However, 

the parallel structure of an algorithm ought to be expressed at a high level of ab- 

straction, to relieve the programmer from the burden and traps of low-level 

programming. 

The concurrent constraint programming paradigm provides an elegant model of con- 

current computation by regarding computation as monotonic information refinement of 

a store that is represented as a collection of basic constraints over logical variables [33]; 

composite constraints are viewed as concurrent agents refining the information content 

of the store. Synchronization and communication between these agents is modeled by 

Ask (read) and Tell (write) operations on the shared logical variables. Although con- 

current constraint programming provides a powerful declarative means for programming 

the concurrent behaviour of processes, it lacks expressiveness for directly specifying 

general large-grain computations; all computation has to be expressed as a collection 

of fine-grained communicating agents. 

Indeed, with respect to parallel programming, the features of functional and constraint 

programming are somehow complementary. This observation is related to the following 

claim made by Nicholas Carrier0 and David Gelernter in [6]: 

We can build a complete programming model out of two separate pieces: the com- 

putution model and the co-ordinution model. The computation model allows pro- 

grammers to build a single computational activity: a single-threaded, step-at-a-time 

computation. The co-ordination model is the glue that binds separate activities into 

an ensemble. An ordinary computation language (e.g., Fortran) embodies some 

computation model. A co-ordination language embodies a co-ordination model; it 

provides operations to create computational activities and to support communica- 

tion among them. 

From this perspective, we can easily reach the conclusion that the integration of func- 

tional and concurrent constraint programming should result in an ideal vehicle for 

declarative parallel programming. This happy marriage is based on the evidence of the 

richer computational expressiveness of higher-order functional programming and the 
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richer co-ordination power of concurrent constraint programming. Thus, the integrated 

system naturally has a two-layer structure, where constraints are used to co-ordinate 

the underlying functional computations. 

Is such an integration technically possible? This question has been positively 

answered by our work on definitional constraint programming, where functional and 

relational programming are systematically integrated within a general constraint logic 

programming framework [ 141. The major technical advance of constraint logic pro- 

gramming is to extend the uninterpreted terms of logic programming (Herbrand terms) 

with interpreted terms of the domain of discourse; observing this, we realize that func- 

tional programming can be systematically integrated into constraint logic programming 

systems. We extend the terms, which originally allowed built-in functions only, to gen- 

eral expressions that may also contain functions defined by means of the underlying 

functional language. The result is a powerful concurrent constraint functional program- 

ming system. The distinguished feature of this integration is that the essence of each 

of these language paradigms is preserved faithfully. 

In this paper we introduce the concrete higher-order, constraint functional language 

GOFFIN as a means for declarative parallel programming. The functional core of the 

language consists of the higher-order, purely functional language Haskell [ 171. It is 

embedded in a layer based on concurrent constraints that allows constraints over ar- 

bitrary functional expressions which, in turn, may include logical variables. Being a 

superset of Haskell. every valid Haskell program is a valid GOFFIN program, albeit 

a purely sequential one; crucial properties, such as referential transparency, are com- 

pletely preserved. The embedded logical variables provide the basic mechanism of 

synchronization, i.e., the reduction of an expression is suspended when it depends on 

an unbound variable and is resumed when the variable is instantiated. The single assign- 

ment property of the logical variables, then, ensures referential transparency. Overall, 

constraints are the means to manipulate the behaviour of parallel functional computa- 

tions by refining partial data structures containing logical variables. Thus, the constraint 

part of the language is used to describe both parallelism, i.e., potentially parallel com- 

putations, and their interaction. As usual in concurrent constraint programming, we 

compose basic constraints by logical connectives, such as conjunction, disjunction, and 

existential quantification. In contrast to the original presentation of concurrent constraint 

programming, abstractions and recursion are realized by function definitions instead of 

definite clauses. 

After introducing GOFFIN, this paper provides a declarative and operational semantics 

for the language. This is done by presenting a core language to which GOFFIN can be 

mapped. To provide a declarative semantics for GOFFIN programs, we show that each 

program in the core language corresponds to a set of formulae in Church’s Simple 

Theory of Types [9]. In addition, we introduce a canonical form of models, called 

term models, for formulae representing GOFFIN programs. Afterwards, we present a 

reduction system for expressions of the core language that provides us with a concurrent 

operational semantics for GOFFIN. Finally, we show that the operational semantics is 

sound with respect to the declarative semantics. 
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From the perspective of concurrent constraint programming, the work closest to 

ours is the higher-order linear concurrent constraint (HLcc) approach of Saraswat 

and Lincoln [31]. It extends concurrent constraint programming with higher-order fea- 

tures by introducing constraints over simply typed R-terms. In contrast to HLcc, we 

do not propose a general scheme for higher-order concurrent constraint programming, 

but concentrate on a particular instantiation, which we believe is of special value to 

general-purpose, declarative parallel programming. Further, we explicitly distinguish the 

computation and the co-ordination system, presenting a clear methodology for parallel 

programming. Note that while both HLCC and our semantics for GOFFIN make use of 

the simply typed R-calculus, we use the calculus in rather different ways. 

In Section 2, we present the language GOFFIN and address its novel features with 

regard to parallel programming. Section 3 illustrates our methodology of writing parallel 

programs in GOFFIN with two examples. In Section 4, we describe the declarative se- 

mantics of GOFFIN in terms of a higher-order logic based on the simply-typed A-calculus. 

In the second part of this section, we develop a reduction system that implements the 

intended concurrent operational semantics and is sound with respect to the declarative 

semantics. Related work is discussed in Section 5, and we conclude in Section 6. 

2. Goffin: co-ordinating parallel functional computations with constraints 

We begin with a stepwise introduction of the language GOFFIN, together with a 

presentation of our methodology for parallel programming. We explicitly distinguish 

the layer of computation and the layer of co-ordination: sequential subcomputations are 

expressed by means of functional expressions, and the parallel behaviour of a program 

is specified through the concurrent constraint part of GOFFIN. 

2.1. The functional kernel 

Haskell [ 171 has been proposed as the standard for non-strict, purely functional 

programming. It is a strongly typed, polymorphic language that supports algebraic data 

types and emphasizes the use of higher-order functions. Haskell forms the functional 

kernel of GOFFIN ~ the syntax of the constraint layer has been oriented towards Haskell 

to obtain a smooth overall design.’ 

We illustrate the Haskell style of programming by defining the often used function 

map. Given a function which maps an argument of type E to a result of type p (written 

r + /?), and a list with elements of type c( (written [a]), it returns a list of elements 

of type P- 

2 In particular, we reused already reserved keywords and symbols as far as possible, instead of inventing 

new ones to maximize the source code upward compatibiiity between Haskeli and GOFFIN. 
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map :: (a--+/I) -+ [cz] + [/?I - type assertion 

mapf [I = [I - [] is the empty list 

mapf (x:xs) =f x:mapf xs - : is the infix list constructor 

The two different cases of the function definition are selected over the patterns of the 

arguments. Here, only the top-level constructor of the second argument is inspected. 

In Haskell, function application is denoted by juxtaposition, a very convenient notation 

in the presence of curried higher-order functions. The expression map (+ 1) [ 1,. . ,3], 

for example, evaluates to [2,. . . , 41. The expression (+ 1) is the addition operation + 

applied to 1, but with still an argument missing, i.e., it evaluates to the increment 

function. In a similar way, all functions in Haskell are curried, and the expression 

map (+ 1) is itself a function mapping a list of numbers to a list where each number 

is incremented by one. 

2.2. Primitive constraints 

In this section, we give an intuitive outline of the meaning of GOFFIN programs. 

Details on the constraint system follow in Section 4, together with the other aspects 

of the semantics. The domain of GOFFIN’S constraint system is that of ranked, infinite 

trees, and the only basic constraints are equalities. Constraints in GOFFIN are placed in 

curly braces ({ and }). 3 Logical variables, or more precisely, existentially quantijied 
variables are declared by using the keyword in, for example, 3x3~ .e is written as 

{.~,y in (code for e)}. S UC variables are instantiated using equality constraints of the h 

form (expjl t (exp)z, which tell an equality to the constraint store. Conjunctions of 

constraints are notated as comma-separated lists. 

Consider the following composite constraint: 

{x,y,rinxtfooa,ytbara,rtx+y} 

It introduces three logical variables x, y, and r, which are constrained by three equality 

constraints. The first two constraints declare that x and y are bound to the result 

of applying the functions foo and bar, respectively, to some value a. Finally, r is 

constrained to be the sum of x and y. 

From a computational perspective, the above code constrains r to be equal to 

(foo a + bar a). Fundamental to our parallel programming methodology is that the 

code also has a co-ordination aspect, which involves the creation of parallel com- 

putations as well as the synchronization and communication between these parallel 

computations. In this example, there are three parallel computations, which are embod- 

ied by the three constraints (of the form (var) + (exp) ), causing the evaluation of the 

expressions foo a, bar a, and x + y. Thus, we follow the spirit of concurrent constraint 

programming, where conjunction is an abstract notion for parallel composition. As the 

computation of the sum depends on the values of x and y, the functional reduction 

3 This is one place where we reused Haskell’s reserved symbols. 
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of the expression .X + 1’ is suspended until both s and J are instantiated by the other 

two constraints. Suspending reduction on unbound variables can be regarded as a form 

of implicit ask and avoids the expensive mechanisms that would be necessary to per- 

form a search for proper instantiations of the logical variables; one such mechanism 

is narrowing [15]. The example shows how computation is specified by the func- 

tional part and co-ordination of parallel behaviour by the concurrent constraint part of 

GOFFIN. 

The constraints imposed in the course of the computation are conceptually accu- 

mulated in a constraint store. Existentially quantified variables (aka logical variables) 

are used to represent partial information in this store. A functional reduction can only 

take place when the information in the store is sufficiently refined to guarantee the 

deterministic outcome of the reduction. 

It should be noted that we avoid the need for higher-order unification by restricting 

the type of logical variables to data structures that do not contain functional values - 

this restriction can be ensured by means of the type classes of Haskell. 

2.3. Constraint abstructions 

Like Haskell, GOFFIN is strongly typed. We introduce the type 0 for constraints, and 

call functions of type a + 0 constraint abstractions; they may get constraints or other 

constraint abstractions as arguments, giving higher-order constraint abstractions. 

Reconsider the function map. It applies a function f over a list, yielding a list of 

result values. Whenf has to perform a sufficient amount of work for each list element, 

it may be desirable to compute the elements of the resulting list in parallel. Such a 

behaviour is specified by the constraint abstraction farm: 

furm :: (CL-~)-[x]J[p]+o 

f&m f [] f’ * jr +- 01 

farm f (s : xs) r * {ys in r + (f x) : ys, 

farm f xs ys} 

In essence, a constraint of the form {r in farm foo [al,. . , a,] r} unfolds to 

{r,vs ,,.... ys, in rc(fo0 al) : ys,, 

ys, + (foo az) : J’SI, 

ys,_ 1 + (foe &I ) : Jqp 

w, + [I> 

Again, constraints are used as a means to organize the parallel reduction of a set of 

functional expressions, namely the (f oo ai). A central idea behind constraint abstrac- 

tions (e.g., farm) is that they usually capture a recurring form of co-ordinating parallel 

computations, which can be used in different contexts; this often relies on the ability 
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to treat functions as values (e.g., the first argument of farm). Higher-order functions 

and constraint abstractions are valuable tools for the decomposition of problems and 

code reuse - in short, modular program development [ 191. 

The ability to define higher-order constraint abstractions, i.e., constraint abstractions 

that may get constraint abstractions as arguments, provides a highly expressive tool for 

combining components of parallel applications. We thus can express combinators over 

co-ordination structures. 

Naturally, the ability to compose parallel algorithms becomes more important when 

the applications become larger. The following combinator, called pipe, should give a 

flavour of the kind of composition we strive for: 

pipe . . . . [a+x+O]-+a-xi0 

pipe [I inp out + {out t inp} 

pipe (c : cs) inp out + (link in c inp link, 

pipe cs link out} 

Given a list of binary constraint abstractions that expect an input in the first argument 

and provide the computed output via the second argument, pipe constructs a pipeline 

linking all these parallel computations together. 

Combinators, such as pipe, are useful to construct complex networks of processes. 

For example, a ring of the computations encoded in a list of binary constraint abstrac- 

tions cs can be realized by a constraint such as 

(link in pipe cs link link) 

Such a ring is, e.g., useful for programming iterative processes. 

2.4. Non-deterministic hehaviour 

The pattern-matching of constraint abstractions is, in the terminology of CC [33], 

clearly a kind of prefixing; a rule can be selected only when sufficient information 

is present in the constraint store to entail the equalities implicitly expressed by the 

patterns. GOFFIN allows that constraint abstractions are defined by several overlapping 

rules and adopts don’t-care prefixing (i.e., committed choice non-determinism) to han- 

dle the non-determinism exhibited by such overlapping rules: once a rule has been 

selected, all alternatives are discarded. 

GOFFIN provides deterministic computation as a default and allows non-determinism 

as an option. A simple syntactic criterion allows us to identify definitions that are guar- 

anteed to behave deterministically: rule selection is deterministic if the rules defining 

a constraint abstraction are pairwise non-overlapping; two rules are non-overlapping if 

they are not unifiable after guaranteeing that the variables are distinct. 

The above definition of farm, for example, is non-overlapping because of the 

patterns in the second argument. As an example of a constraint abstraction with a 
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non-deterministic behaviour consider the following: 

merge :: [a]-[~]-[~]-0 

merge [] [I r * {r+[lI 
merge (x : xs) ys r * {rs in r +- (x : rs), merge xs ys rs} 

merge xs (y : ys) r * { rs in r + (y : rs), merge xs ys rs} 

Given two lists, merge enforces that the third argument is a list that contains the 

elements of the first two lists. The second and third rules add the first element of, 

respectively, the first and second argument to the result list r. In the case of constraint 

abstractions, such as merge, overlapping rules are not necessarily tried in textual order; 

when two rules match, any of them can be taken. In the presence of unbound logical 

variables, this means that as soon as the arguments are sufficiently instantiated to match 

some rule, this rule ccm be chosen immediately - it does not matter whether a textually 

preceding rule may match later. We exploit this property and require that as SOOT as 

some rule matches, it is taken - if two rules match simultaneously, the choice is 

arbitrary. This behaviour is in contrast to the rule selection in the functional part of 

GOFFIN, where a rule may be selected only if it is guaranteed that all the textually 

preceding rules do not match - this is necessary to ensure confluence in the evaluation 

of purely functional expressions. 

Overall, when merge is called with two unbound logical variables, it suspends at 

first, but as soon as any of the two variables is instantiated with a cons cell, the 

corresponding rule is selected and the element is added to the result list. In effect, a 

constraint of the form merge xs ys xys realizes a non-deterministic stream merge of 

xs and ys into _X~S - in our framework streams are naturally realized by lists. 

Although it is sometimes argued that non-deterministic behaviour is not desired in 

parallel computing, we feel that it is necessary for certain kinds of applications ~ see, 

for example, the third of the Salishan Problems, namely the Doctor’s Office Prob- 

lem [ll], and the search combinator presented in Section 3.2. Anyway, the fact that 

non-determinism in GOFFIN is restricted to overlapping rules for constraint abstractions 

allows the programmer to identify the sources of non-determinism by means of a syn- 

tactic criterion. 

Building on merge, we can realize non-deterministic n-to-l communication as fol- 

lows: 

ntol :: [[a]] --) [a] -+ 0 

ntol [inp] out * {out + inp} 

ntol (inp : inps) out * {inps’ in ntol inps inps’, 

merge inp inps’ out} 

The idea of this definition of ntol is to utilize n - 1 merge constraints to combine the 

elements of n lists into one. Recall the non-deterministic behaviour of merge described 

above. When the n lists that have to be merged by ntol are, at first, unbound logical 

variables, then, as soon as one of them is instantiated with a cons cell, the corresponding 
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list element appears in the parameter out. The net effect is n-to-l communication with 

a first come/first serve behaviour. 

The above definition is not optimal because the number of mergers that a single 

message must pass is, in the worst case, P(n). Using a binary tree structure (instead 

of the above, linear structure), we can improve it to C(logn). 

3. Example applications 

We now present two larger example applications. The first one provides a general 

scheme for divide-and-conquer algorithms as well as its instantiation to realize merge 

sort, and the second is a generic form of parallel branch-and-bound search. Both ap- 

plications illustrate our methodology of separating co-ordination and computation in 

parallel algorithms. 

3.1. General divide-and-conquer with granularity control 

Divide-and-conquer algorithms are well suited for parallel evaluation. To illustrate 

the concept of separation of the concerns of co-ordination and computation in a self- 

contained example, we present a constraint abstraction implementing a general divide- 

and-conquer scheme, together with its application in the implementation of merge sort. 

We start with the constraint abstraction dc displayed in Fig. 1. It gets four functions 

as arguments, which serve the following purposes: (1) test whether a problem is trivial, 

(2) solve a trivial problem, (3) split a non-trivial problem into two subproblems, and 

(4) merge two subsolutions. These four arguments characterize the computations that 

are specific to a given divide-and-conquer algorithm. The result of applying de to 

four such functions is a new constraint abstraction that for a given problem of type u 

constraints the last argument of type b to be the solution of the problem. The selection 

of the two rules of dc is controlled by the boolean guard istrivp, which checks whether 

the problem p is already trivial. In this case, calling solve on p directly yields the 

solution. Otherwise, the non-trivial problem is split into two subproblems pl and p2, 

which are recursively solved by applying the divide-and-conquer strategy. Finally, the 

two subsolutions sl and s2 are combined using merge. 

The four constraints in the second rule of dc specify the parallelism following the 

principle of conjunction-as-parallel-composition. In particular, the two recursive calls 

can be run independently. Furthermore, there is some stream parallelism between the 

split and the recursive calls as well as between the recursive calls and the merge. 
Again, the “real computations” are performed by the functional part of the language, 

namely by the application of the four functions passed as arguments to dc; complemen- 

tary, the concurrent constraint part is used to specify the co-ordination of the functions 

in order to achieve a parallel divide-and-conquer scheme. 

We proceed by defining a constraint abstraction nzsort, which implements the merge 

sort divide-and-conquer algorithm. A naive implementation can be achieved by using 
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dc :: (a + Boo/) - (1) yields True if problem is trivial 

+ (a + P) - (2) solves a trivial problem 

+ (a -+ (a, a)) ~ (3) splits a problem into two subproblems 

--t (B + B --f P) - (4) merges two subsolutions 

--t (CI + p --t 0) - given a problem of (Y, yield a solution of p 

dc istriv solve split merge p s 

/ istriu p =k {s t sohJe p} ~- trivial problem, then solve directly 

1 otherwise + {PI, p2\ sl , sd - problem is complex, then 

in 

(PI > P2) + split P, - split into smaller problems, 

rdc pl sl, - solve subproblems 

rdc p& sz, - recursively, and 

s t merge sl s2) - combine subsolutions 

where 

rdc = de istriv solve split merge 

Fig. 1. Abstraction providing general divide-and-conquer co-ordination. 

the standard Haskell functions length (computing the length of a list), and id (the 

identity function): 

msort :: Ord c( + [c(] + [c1] + 0 _ an ordering must be def. on x 

msort = dc (( < = 1) . length) id msplit mmerge 

The abstraction msort employs two auxiliary functions: (i) msplit, which splits a list 

into two halves using the standard Haskell function splitAt (splitting a list in two parts 

at a given element position); and (ii) mmerge, which merges two lists while preserving 

the ordering: 

msplit 

msplit I 
1: [@I --+ ([al, [@I> 
= splitAt (length I ‘div’ 2) I 

mmerge :: Ord z + [CC] ---f [a] + [a] 

mmerge [] ys = ys 
mmerge xs [I = x3 
mmerge (x : xs) (y : ys) / s < y = x : mmerge xs (y : ys) 

1 otherwise = y : mmerge (x : xs) ys 

In the above implementation of merge sort, the problem of parallel sorting is considered 

trivial for lists of length one, i.e., when no further sorting is necessary (id). However, 

creating parallel computations is expensive and definitely not worthwhile in order to sort 

lists of length one. Thus, a more realistic algorithm will create parallel computations 

only until the lengths of the sublists fall below a given threshold, in which case the 
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lists are sorted sequentially. Given an arbitrary functional sorting algorithm seqsort, 

such an advanced behaviour is easily specified in GOFFIN: 

msort :: &da+ [xl-[[XI-O 

msortmsort = dc (( < = threshold) . length) seqsort msplit mmerge 

GOFFIN gives the programmer explicit control over the task size, i.e., granularity. In our 

opinion this is important, as current results in compiler technology do not support the 

hope for an efficient automatic granularity control in the case of arbitrary control- 

parallelism. 

3.2. Parallel search with global communication 

In order to provide an example of an algorithm requiring more complex co-ordination, 

we discuss the implementation of a generic form of parallel search which uses pruning 

to reduce the search space and where the pruning depends on intermediate solutions - 

a kind of parallel branch-and-bound search [12, Section 2.71. The implementation that 

we present is somewhat simplified - we leave out a number of useful optimizations. 

The search problems we are concerned with have to traverse a vast search space. 

Therefore it is important to reduce the search space by pruning, i.e., exclude part of the 

search space from the search when it is clear that this part cannot contain a solution 

better than one already found. 

The parallelization of the search procedure that we present here makes use of several 

search agents, each of them similar to the single search engine of the sequential case. 

For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the number of agents is fixed at start-up 

time and that each agent is, at that time, assigned a (still very large) part of the search 

space. 

In this parallel setting, the pruning is a global problem that requires co-ordination 

between the agents. The best-possible pruning information should ideally be available 

to the search agents at any time because the effects of pruning can have dramatic ef- 

fects on the termination speed of the search. However, a naive propagation of pruning 

information would result in unacceptable overheads due to the need for continuous in- 

teraction between the agents. Let us therefore assume that, as a compromise, the agents 

are programmed to perform local search unstopped through appropriately defined seg- 

ments of the search space, after which they communicate with a central co-ordinating 

agent, called the controller, in order to report back their best local solution. In re- 

turn, they receive the best pruning information that is globally available from the 

controller. 

We can conveniently formulate all sequential, i.e., computational, parts of the search 

using the functional language embedded inside GOFFIN. Especially, the bounded amount 

of local search between communication with the controller is programmed purely 

functionally. As the function performing the local search depends on the concrete 

search problem, it is passed as an argument to the routine parsearch, making the code 

generic. 
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In contrast, all the co-ordination, i.e., the code that creates the parallel search agents, 

the behaviour of the controller, and communication of the different search agents with 

the controller are realized in the constraint logic part of GOFFIN. 

3.2.1. Setting up 

The parallel search routine parsearch gets two functions as arguments, the first of 

which performs the local search, while the second compares two solutions. As its third 

argument the routine gets a list of the subspaces, one for each search agent, i.e., we 

assume that the partitioning of the search space has already been performed. 

The code displayed in Fig. 2 first creates as many search agents as it receives 

subspaces, each agent being implemented by the constraint abstraction searcher. It then 

creates a control agent using the abstraction controller, which will be described in 

Section 3.2.2. The search agent for the subspaces, elements of spaces, are started using 

the local constraint abstraction start. A communication channel (a logical variable) 

that is used to return information to the controller is provided for each search agent. 

In the first rule of start, the channels are non-deterministically merged into one channel, 

called multiChannel, by using the constraint abstraction ntol that we defined earlier. 

The multiChame1 is passed to the controller. 

The non-deterministic merging of the channels with ntol is crucial for this algorithm 

because the controller has to process the messages from the search agents as soon as 

they become available. 

parsearch :: (space + val + (Status ual, space)) - bounded local search 

-i (ml -i ml + ual) - comparison function 

+ [space] - subspaces 

+ val - initial value 

--t ual - this is constrained 

+O ~ to the solution 

parsearch &arch bestOf spaces init sol 

let 

start [] channels + - no more subspaces means 

{multichannel in - to start the controller 

ntof channels multiChannel, - merge all channels into one 

controller bestOf (length channels) multiChannel init sol} 

start (space : spaces) channels + - create searcher for a subspace 

{channel in 

searcher &arch bestOf space channel init (Curr init), 

start spaces (channel : channels)} 

in start spaces [] 

Fig. 2. Parallel search co-ordinator. 
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Fig. 3. The dataflow between the controller and the searchers. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the dataflow between the controller and the n searchers graphically. 

Messages are sent from the searchers on different channels. These channels are, subse- 

quently, combined by ntol into the multiChannel, which is inspected by the controller. 

3.2.2. The controller 

The messages that are used by the search agents to report intermediate results to the 

controller are defined by the following data type: 

data Response val = Report (St&us vul) - current local status 

VU1 _ return than. for global val 

This definition introduces the new type constructor Response and the data constructor 

Report. The latter is binary; its arguments consist of the current status of a search 

agent, of type Stutus I;aI, and a channel, of type val, that enables the controller to 

send the best global value back to the searcher - this channel will be realized using a 

logical variable. The details of the type Stutus vu1 are not important to this discussion; 

we can just assume that the overall messages sent from a search agent to the controller 

have the form (Report (Curr hal) newgval). Here, lvul is the currently best local value 

of the searcher, and the second component, newgtlal, is an unbound logical variable. 

The latter is used as a return channel that enables the controller to return the best 

global value to the searcher - this is done by instantiating the logical variable. This 

technique is often called incomplete messages. The type of the controller is 

controller :: (vaI-+ vu1 + val) - comparison function 

+ Int ~ number of active searchers 

+ [Response zeal] - stream of responses from searchers 

4 teal _ currently best, globally known value 

+ tlal _ to be constrained to final solution 

+O 
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The controller gets the function bestOf from parsearch as its first argument. The third 

argument is the stream that contains all the messages from the search agents, i.e., 

the stream obtained by merging the single streams non-deterministically with ntol in 

the definition of parsearch. The fourth argument contains the currently best, globally 

known value. 

The most interesting part of the controller is the code that receives a message from 

a search agent. This message contains the agent’s current local value lval, which is 

used to update the controller’s global value gval. The new global value gtzzl’ is, then, 

passed back to the search agent, using the return channel ne,t~gval (which is an, at that 

time, unbound logical variable): 

controller bestOf n ((Report (Curr lval) newgval) : rsps) qua1 sol 

+ let goal’ = bestOf qua1 lval 

in 

{newgval +- qua?, _ send global value to searcher 

controller bestOf n rsps qua? sol} - cont. with remaining resp. 

The expression bestOf qua1 Ival returns the best of the two given values; in effect, it 

tests whether the newly obtained local value is better than the current global one. The 

result is the new global value gval’. This is passed to the search agent that provided the 

local value by the equality constraint newyval + gval’, which instantiates the logical 

variable provided by the searcher in its message. 

The format of the messages that are sent to the controller is also depicted in Fig. 3. 

As shown, the logical variable newgval is used as a return channel by the controller 

to inform the searcher about the updated global value. 

3.2.3. The search agents 

The type of the constraint abstraction co-ordinating the local search of one agent is 

as follows: 

seurcker :: (space -+ val + (Status val, spuce)) - search function 

i (vu1 + ml + val) _ comparison func. 

--f space - local search space 

+ [ Respome td] _ channel to merger 

+ val ~ globally best value 

4 Statlts val - current status 

1-O 

The first two arguments are the same as those passed to parsearch. The third ar- 

gument is the (remaining) local search space, the fourth is the channel used for 

responses to the controller, the fifth contains the globally best value passed from the 
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controller to this search agent, and the sixth contains the current local value of the 

search agent. 

The most interesting part of the search agent is the execution of a local search step: 

searcher lsearch bestOj’ spuce rsps gzd (Curr cwl) 

* let 

(Curr laul,spuce’) = lseurch spuce cod - do bounded local search 

loul’ = bestOj’ Id goal - talc. best locally know value 

in 

{ rsps’, gvul’ in 

rsps + (Report (Cwr Ivul) gvul’) : rsps’. _ report to controller 

seurcher lseurch space’ rspd gd’ (Curr lvul’ )} - next search step 

The functional expression Isearch spuce coal performs the bounded local search, yield- 

ing the smaller search space spuce’ and a new best local value lvul. The latter is 

compared with the last global value received from the controller, gvul, and the better 

of them is stored into 1~~1’. 

The new local value is passed to the controller by extending the response channel 

rsps with one element and adding a new, yet unbound, tail rsps’. 

The logical variable gtd’ is passed to the controller in the message reporting the new 

local value. As shown above it will be used by the controller to report the currently 

best global value back to this search agent. Note that goal’ is not incorporated into 

the local value before the next bounded local search completes; this increases the 

independence between the search agent and the controller by reducing the need for 

immediate synchronization. 

3.2.4. Floorplan optimixtion 

The generic search mechanism can be utilized for solving specific problems by in- 

stantiating the argument functions over a given domain. In the case of Foster’s Floor- 

plan Optimisation [12, Section 2.71, this would be a representation of two-dimensional 

layouts of cells on VLSI chips together with an appropriate local search function. To 

achieve a high utilization of the area available on a VLSI chip, an optimization phase 

in the design process of chips determines the optimal implementations of the various 

cells of the chip such that the overall area is minimized. This optimization can be 

realized by a branch-and-bound search through the solution space. More details on this 

problem are presented in [12, Section 2.71. In the following, we briefly discuss the 

solution to the Floorplan Optimisation problem using pursearch. Note the high level 

of modularity in our approach. The constraint abstraction purseurch already determines 

the parallel behaviour of the floorplan optimization algorithm completely. Everything 

described below just fills in the details of this concrete problem domain and uses the 

co-ordination structure implemented by parseurch. 
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data STree = Empty - search space exhausted 

1 Node Layout [STree] - node: partial layout + alternatives 

build :: [Cell] + Layout + STree 

build [] layt = Node layt [] 

build (cell : cells) layt = let 

nodes = map (build cells) (eztendLayout layt cell) 

in 

Node layt nodes 

Fig. 4. Lazy construction of the search tree. 

We represent the cells of VLSI chips and the possible layouts of such cells by means 

of abstract data types (ADTs). The following interface is provided for the ADTs: 

data Cell 

data Luyout 
- ADT: a VLSI cell 

- ADT: a (partial) layout of Cells 

emptyLayout :: Layout _ yields an empty layout 

noLuyout :: Layout - layout with unbound size 

size :: Layout + Int - yields the size of an layout 

And finally, a function extendLayout that given a layout and a further cell, yields all 

alternative layouts produced by adding the various implementations of that cell to the 

layout. It has the following signature: 

extendLayout :: Layout + Cell + [Layout] 

Using the interface, we apply the following functions to compare the quality of layouts: 

betterThan :: Layout + Luyout + Boo1 
betterThan I m = (size I< size m) 

bestLayout :: Layout + Layout ---f Layout 

bestLayout I m = if (I ‘betterThan’ m) then I else m 

Note that, in Haskell, we can use an alphanumeric identifier as an infix operator by 

enclosing it in back quotes, as in (I ‘betterThun’ m). 

In order to be able to use a bounded local search, we have to make the state of the 

depth-first search algorithm explicit. Fig. 4 introduces the data type STree representing 

a search tree. The leaves of the search tree correspond to completed layouts and are 

represented by nodes without alternatives, i.e., Node layt [I. The function build lazily 

constructs the search tree for a given set of cells. Exploiting lazy evaluation, build 
may specify the construction of the complete tree. Pruning is implicit because only 

those nodes of the tree that are eventually visited are ever evaluated - see [3] for more 

details on this programming technique. 
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search :: Layout + STree --t Layout 

search layt (Node thisLayt []) = b&Layout layt thisLayt - leaf 

search layt (Node thisLayt nodes) 

/ layt ‘betterThan’ thzsLayt = layt - pruning 

/ otherwise = fold1 search layt nodes - descend 

j%orplan :: [Cell] --t Layout 

floorplan cells = (search noLayout build ~~11s) emptyLayout 

Fig. 5. Sequential floorplan optimization. 

Fig. 5 displays a sequential version of the floorplan optimization. It uses two func- 

tions from Haskell’s prelude [17], namely (.) denoting function composition and fold1 

folding a binary function over a list. In the definition of search, fold1 is used to apply 

searclz recursively at the children of the currently processed node while simultaneously 

threading the best layout found so far, denoted by luyt, through the search. Finally, 

jkvwplur~ is defined composing build and search. 

The parallel version of the floorplan optimization is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The 

function search (Fig. 6) searches for the first layout that is better than the one passed 

as the first argument to search; when returning, the new solution together with the 

remaining search tree is yielded. The main function is jIoorplan (Fig. 7); it uses as 

many subspaces (i.e.. search agents) as there are branches from the root. 

The main difference between the search functions, search, for the sequential and 

the parallel implementations (Figs. 5 and 6, respectively) is that the former completes 

the search for the best solution, while the latter returns as soon as a solution better 

than the initial one is found. The latter returns a pair consisting of the new solution 

and the remaining search tree. To implement this behaviour the function descend is 

used to traverse the children of the currently processed node. The function descend 

monitors whether the current solution changed and, if so, does not search through the 

remaining children, but returns. This behaviour is exploited when applying parsearch. 

The local search is interrupted whenever a new solution is found, and the new solution 

is reported back to the controller. When the controller provides an improved solution 

from another search agent, it will be passed as an argument to a subsequent call to 

.search leading to better pruning. 

To keep it simple, the parallel jloorplan partitions the search space depending on 

the number of children that the root of the search tree possess. 

4. Goffin’s semantic basis 

Church’s simple theory, of types (ST) [9] is an appropriate formal basis for logic 

programming in a general higher-order setting [26,31,36,24]. In particular, it builds 

a logical theory around simply typed A-terms and allows for predicates over A-terms as 

well as abstractions over predicates. For our purposes a subset of the STT is sufficient. 
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search :: Layout -t STrec + (Layout, STree) 

search layt (Node thisLayt []) -- found leaf 

= (bestLayout layt thislayt, Empty) 

search layt (Node thisLayt nodes) 

1 layt ‘betterThan’ thisLayt - prune search space 

= (layt. Emply) 

1 otherwise - traverse children 

= let 

(layt’, nodes’) = descend layt nodes 

in 

if (null nodes’) - if no more nodes 

then ([ayt’, Empty) 

else (layt’, Node thisLayt nodes’) 

descend :: Layout -+ [STree] --f (Layout, [ST+) 

descend fayt [) = (layt, [I) - no child left 

descend layt (node : nodes) = 

let 

(layt’, tree) = search layt node 

in 

if (isEmpty tree) 

then 

ClaYt’, [I) 
else 

- search space exhausted 

if (layt”betterThan’ layt) 

then (layt’, nodes) - new solution, then return 

else descend layt nodes ~ no new solution yet 

Fig. 6. Parallel floorplan optimization (Part I ). 

The objects of a GoFFIN-program, i.e., the functions and constraint abstractions, can be 

mapped into a set of STT equations, using the logical connective = of type E + c( t o, 

where for the constraint abstractions CI is o. The equations constitute an orthogonal 

higher-order rewrite system in the sense of Mayr and Nipkow [25]. They have shown 

that the rewrite relation induced by such systems is confluent, which is crucial for the 

integrity of the semantics of the functional part. 

In the following, we start by identifying the key constructs of GOFFIN. The full 

language can be mapped onto these constructs without loss of expressiveness. Subse- 

quently, we introduce the Simple Theory of Types, and then provide the declarative 

and operational semantics of GOFFIN’S key constructs. The former is defined by a map- 

ping of GOFF~N programs to STT theories, and the latter is given as a concurrent 
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flOOTpl~n :: [Cell] + Layout + 0 

floorplan es layt + parsearch lsearch bestLayout nodes noLayout layt 

where 

Node _ nodes = build cs emptyLayout - determine 

subspaces 

lsearch :: STree + Layout --t (Status Layout, STwe) 

lsearch tree 6ayt = let 

(layt’, tree’) = search layt tree 

in 

(Curr layt’, tree’) 

Fig. 7. Parallel floorplan optimization (Part 2). 

reduction system. Apart from associating STT theories with GOFFIN programs, we also 

recapitulate the model theory of the STT, as originally introduced by Henkin [ 161, and 

identify a special kind of models, which we call term models and which we propose 

as the canonical models for the interpretation of GOFFIN programs. Finally, we prove 

the soundness of the operational semantics. 

The operational semantics will use a residuation-like behaviour and apply don’t-care 

indeterminism in order to be reasonably efficient. These control aspects will not be 

modeled by the declarative semantics. In our view, a central contribution of the declar- 

ative semantics is to provide a basis for the intended interpretation that a programmer 

conceives for a program [23]. Hence, the modeling of control aspects is less important 

than providing a framework that is accessible to the programmer. Nevertheless, a de- 

notational semantics in the style of [32,20] would be beneficial, and we wili return to 

this issue in Section 5. 

4.1. The GOFFIN core 

For the following presentation of GOFFIN’S semantics, we restrict ourselves to the 

essential core of GOFFIN. The full language can be mapped to that core, mainly by 

applying standard techniques from the implementation of functional languages, which 

are described, for example, in [30]. Moreover, we eliminate all local bindings and case 

expressions by a transformation that is a generalization of A-lifting and we remove 

polymorphism by generating all monomorphic instances needed in a particular program 
_ more details can be found in [7]. 

The syntax of the core is given in Fig. 8; for reasons of simplicity we have omitted 

data type declarations and type annotations, but we require that the GOFFIN programs 

mapped into the core are type correct. We use the notation Zi to indicate a replication 

of a; ]zi] denotes the number of repetitions of a. A GOFFIN core program is a set of 

bindings generated by B. All the free variables of the body expression E of a binding 

must occur in the patterns p and the bindings must be closed, i.e., the free variables 
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B + xqvP+E) 

P + cr 

I x 

(binding, 1~1 2 0, Ial 2 0) 

(constructor pattern, IFI 2 0) 

(variable pattern) 

(choices) 

(hiding, I?\ 2 0) 

(parallel composition) 

(tell equality) 

(function application) 

(success) 

(failure) 

A + Z.G+ E (ask expression, /IT/ 2 0) 

I 4 OAz (disjunction) 

I fail (failure) 

G --i Pt.8 (matching) 

I GI II Gz (composite guards) 

I true (trivial guard) 

I&’ : variable 

c : constructor 

Fig. 8. Grammar of the G0FHN core 

from P must be contained in X. No variable may occur more than once in 7s. Several 

bindings may define the same function, but they must be non-overlapping, i.e., there 

may not be any set of arguments for one function that matches two different bindings. 

The restriction that the bindings constituting one program must not overlap cannot 

always be met for constraint abstractions - see Section 2.4. Hence, they are translated 

into a disjunction of ask expressions, generated by A in Fig. 8. For example, translating 

the constraint abstraction lnerye from Section 2.4 results in the following code (where 

[] is represented by Nil and : is represented by Cons): 

hl a2 a3(merge al a2 a3 --) 

( 3.(Nil+al 11 Niltu2) + a3=Nil 

0 (3x xs.(( Cons .Y xs) + al) * 3rs.a3 = (Cons x rs) )I merge xs a2 rs) 

0 (3y ys.((Cons y ys) + n2) * %.a3 = (Cons y rs) 11 merge al ys rs) 

)) 
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The alternatives of a disjunction may be overlapping. Each alternative is an ask ex- 

pression, which consists of a number of equational constraints that are separated by 

an + from the body expression. The left-hand sides of the equational constraints are 

restricted to be patterns whose variables must be bound by the immediately preceding 

existential quantifier; these variables may only occur once in the guard and only in 

a pattern, i.e., not on the right-hand side of a +. When the constraints of one al- 

ternative in a disjunction are entailed, the right-hand side is executed and the other 

alternatives are discarded. At first glance the concept of disjoint ask-expressions may 

appear sufficiently powerful to replace pattern matching in bindings P. The reason 

for keeping both concepts separate will become clear when we define the declarative 

semantics for the core language. 

All the other constructs of the core have the usual meaning. 

4.2. GOFFIN’S constraint system 

The constraint system underlying GOFFIN is a twofold extension of Saraswat’s sys- 

tem Herbrand [33]. First, it allows infinite trees, and second, it allows, in addition to 

free functions, arbitrary functions that are defined in the underlying functional language. 

This kind of constraint system is of special interest because it allows a particularly ele- 

gant integration of functional and constraint programming, called definitional constraint 

programming in [ 141. 

The basic constraints in GOFFIN are equalities of the form et = e2, where the ei 

are arbitrary functional expressions, i.e., they may contain both free and user-defined 

functions. Solving such constraints, in general, is very expensive; procedures such as 

narrowing have to be employed to search for proper instantiations of unbound logical 

variables [ 151. Instead, we solve these equational constraints by first-order unification 

that drives the reduction of the functional expressions as far as necessary; the reduction 

suspends on unbound logical variables - what has been called residuation in [I] and 

can be viewed as implicit ask constraints. We propose this resolution mechanism in 

order to achieve reasonable efficiency for a practical definitional constraint programming 

language for parallel machines. 

We allow the disjunction of blocking asks, where existential queries over conjunc- 

tions of basic constraints are possible, but we restrict the equality constraints that 

may occur in an ask in a way that allows to implement them by pattern-matching. 

These constraints have the form P +- E, where P is a pattern. Such a constraint is 

entailed by the environment when there is a substitution 0, such that the value of 

OP equals the value of E. Note that E may contain unbound logical variables that 

prevent the matching process to complete, in which case it will suspend. When E, 

eventually, becomes sufficiently instantiated, the matching either succeeds or 

fails. 

The interaction of unification, matching, and functional evaluation will be defined 

more precisely in the operational semantics in Section 4.5. 
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4.3. The simple theor)’ of types 

We begin our presentation of the simple theory of types (STT) [9] by introducing 

simply typed /I-terms as the domain of discourse. Then, we construct a higher-order 

logic from such terms by introducing a set of special constants that represent the 

connectives of the logic. Finally, the model theory of the STT is presented. More 

details can be found in [2,36]. 

4.3.1. Sinipl> typed ).-term 

Given a non-empty set g of sorts (or base types), the set of tl’pes 3 is inductively 

defined by the following axioms: 

(i) for all s E .a’, s E Y, and 

(ii) if IX, p E X, then r + p E 5 

As usual, 4 associates to the right, i.e., CI --j p + y = c( + (/? + 7). 

Let I“ and % be disjoint, denumerable sets of variables and constants of arbitrary 

given types. Variables and constants are uniquely identified only when their syntactic 

form and type is given. For a variable or constant of type at 4 . . + X, + s, s E ,B, 

we call s the result type and the Xi the argument types. 

Definition 1. We define the set Y of sinlplv typed L-terms by 

where u and p are from 5, c’ is from 55, and xa is from % 1 We write Y” for 

{MT 1 M” E 9). 

Application associates to the left, i.e., ere2e3 = (eteI)ej. In the following, we drop the 

type annotations as long as the types are not important or can be inferred. Furthermore, 

we do not distinguish between terms that are equal up to renaming of bound variables. 

We use E to denote syntactic equality of terms modulo renaming of bound variables. 

In order to access the subterms of a term, we use the notion of occuyyelzces. The set 

of occurrences, P(M), of M is defined as 

P(a) = {e}, UE Y’.U% 

I’(1,x.M) = {c} u { 1.p ) p E C(M)} 

P(MN) = {E} u { 1.p 1 p E O(M)} u (2.p / p E P(N)} 

When p E P(M), we use MI,, to denote the subterm in M at occurrence p and M[N], 

to denote the replacement of the subterrn MI, in M by N - the types of MI, and N 

must, of course, be equal. 

We use Fv(M) to denote the free variables of M, i.e., those variables that are not 

bound by a i,; a term M is called closed iff Fv(M) = 0. We write 1 to restrict a set A 
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of terms to its closed terms, i.e., 9’” is the set of all closed simply typed i-terms of 

type r. 

As usual, we use the notation [M’/x]M to denote that all free occurrences of x in M 

are substituted by M’. a A general substitution d is denoted by [Ml/xl,. ,M,,/x,,] - we 

assume type correctness for the substitutions. Its domain, dam(Q), is {xl,. . .,x,}. The 

operator o is used for composition of substitutions, where (0 o @)M equals O(@M). 

Definition 2. The P-reduction relution on simply typed I.-terms is defined by 

M 3 N H 3p E Cr(A4) : MI, E (i.x.S)T and N E M[[T/x]S], 

B Let % denote the reflexive and transitive closure of ---f. Then, the /?-normal form, 

M La, of M is defined to be the term N, such that M 2 N and there exists no N’ 

with N 5 N’. Due to the strong normalization property of the simply typed %-calculus, 

this normal form always exists and is unique (up to renaming). 

If M is a /&normal form, it is of the form /Ix, . . . ix,, a Ni . . . N,, a E %U Y’; n, m 30. 

The type of a is of the form al ---) . . + z(m+k + s, where k 3 0 and s E 8. We define 

M TV =i.xl . ..&.+k.aN] . ..N.x,,+l . ..x.,+k 

Instead of M JDT~ we write M 1 i. The set ,1‘= {M 1; IM E Y} are the long /Iv- 

normal forms. More details on the simply typed i,-calculus can be found in [ 13,361. 

4.3.2. Higher-order logic 
In order to define a higher-order logic, we place a number of additional constraints 

on the sets 9, %, and I‘. These constraints are assumed throughout the remainder 

of this paper. We require the set 8 to contain at least o and one other type, and % 

to contain at least To, J_“, =x-1’o (for each CI E S), +‘---“, AO--O+‘, Vo+0’0, and 

> o-o+o as well as for each type r E Y-, 17~z-0’--0 and Z~‘“““. These constants are 

called logicul constants; the other elements of % are usually called parameters. For 

each sort s from a\(o), there has to be at least one parameter of sort s. Furthermore, 

for each type x E J, we require a variable ~1’ E Y’. Note that the principal difference 

between variables from V‘ and parameters from 4t is that only the former can be bound 

by a A. The latter, in contrast, can be used to represent data constructors and defined 

functions, as we will see later - this is an important difference when compared to 

descriptions of the semantics of functional languages based on the untyped A-calculus. 

We use infix notation for =, A, V, and >. The set of fornzulue, called 9, contains all 

terms from .I. that are of type o. Note that C, and H,, are intended to model existential 

quantification and universal quantification respectively. More precisely, Z,( Rx”. M) is 

intended to mean 3x”. M, and &(1.x’. M) means Vx’ M. For a detailed treatment of 

higher-order logic based on Church’s ideas, see [2]. 

‘Note that this may imply renaming some variables to avoid the name capture problem. A detailed 

definition of the notion of substitution can be found in [ 131. 
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A model theory for the STT was introduced by Henkin [ 161. We follow the presen- 

tation given in [36]. 

Definition 3. A non-empty set P is called a domain for the type CI E 9 when in 

the case of c1= o, 9’ = {T, F} (called the truth values) and for each domain CP’~ 

the elements are functions from 2:” into @. The collection (9”“}y = (2% 1 LX E S} is 

called a frame. 

Definition 4. A denotation function 9 maps each constant symbol c” E %2 to its de- 

notation which is some element of 9’. 

A structure is a pair ({9X}a, 9) of a frame together with a denotation function such 

that the following conditions are satisfied: 
_ YT=T and 41=F 

- X =a-X+0 is in 2?1+zio, such that for every x, y E 9’ 

(Y ==)xy = 
T ifxisy 

F if x is not y 

_ The denotations of the other logical constants are the functions defined as follows: 

_ The denotation of 1, is defined to be the function in 9(zi0)+’ which maps a 

function in 9-O to T if this function maps at least one element of ~2’ to T; 

otherwise, it maps this function to F. 
_ The denotation of I& is defined to be the function in @‘+0)+0 which maps a 

function in 9’+O to T if it is the function mapping every element of 9% to T; 

otherwise, it maps this function to F. 

Definition 5. An assignment $J is a function mapping each variable VP E $” into the 

domain $@ of a given frame {9a}l. We define 

if Y # x 
if y=x 

A structure ({22’“}n,~) is called an interpretation5 iff, for every assignment 4, there 

exists a valuation function Y$, associated with 9 that maps every M” E 9’ into 9” and 

that respects the following four conditions: 

(i) $2~ = 4x,x E V 

5 Interpretations are called general models in [16] 
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(ii) Y$c = .A, c E % 

(iii) V$(MN) = (I,M)(*iN) 

(iv) Y$(Ax.M)=lz.( *&_;I~M) 

When we use the J-notation for functions in our mathematical meta-language, we use 

a boldface font and write Az.e[z] when we mean “a function mapping values z to 

e[z]” where e[z] is an expression parameterized with Z. 

For a given interpretation and an assignment 4, the valuation function ‘4 is uniquely 

defined by the conditions l-4. The value Y$M is the denotation of the term ME ,Y, 

and we just write */ ‘M for closed terms M. 

Definition 6. Let . /i = ({P},, 9) b e an interpretation, F E d be a formula, and Th 

be a theory, i.e., a set of formulae from 9. 

(i) The formula F is satisfiable in ..N if and only if there exists an assignment C#I 

into .d/ such that $i F =T. 

(ii) The formula F is valid in i K, written I X k F, if and only if for every assignment 

C#J into .N, S$F =T. 

(iii) If F is a closed formula, it is true if Y-F = T. 

(iv) The interpretation ,/I is a model for Th, written ,/I b Th, if and only if every 

formula in Th is valid in ,/L. 

(v) We write b Th if and only if all interpretations are models for Th. 

(vi) We use the notation Th k F iff, for all models ./Z of Th, =H b F holds. 

The following lemma, which can be easily justified, summarizes a number of laws 

that will be used in the sequel. 

Lemma 7. Let ./l be an interpretation. 

(i) ,& b (M=M’ ) * for all assignments 4, Yi M = 7;j, M’. 

(ii) ,c/ b M AM’ %./*l’+M and ,U FM’. 

(iii) + M =M. 

(iv) If’C/i /=M, then ./‘/ +MVM’. 

(v) + ((~x.M’)M)=([M/x]M’). 

(vi) For each term R and x E Fv(R), if b M = N, then 

+ [M/x]R = [N/x]R. 

(vii) Given an arbitrary assignment 4, if 7iM = T implies $iN =T, then we huve, 

ji)r X = Fv(M) U Fv(N), 

4.4. Declurutive semuntics of‘ GOFFIN-programs 

We provide a declarative semantics for COFFIN-programs by mapping them into an 

equational STT theory, i.e., a set of closed STT equations which operationally can be 
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regarded as a higher-order rewrite system. To this end, we provide a syntax-directed 

translation of the GOFFIN core as defined in Fig. 8 into STT formulae. 

4.4.1. GOFFIN-programs as STT theories 

Definition 8. Consider a closed equation (L =R) E S such that 

L--Ax, . ..x.,.H 

Rri.x,...x,.B 

are two closed terms with n >, 0 and 

H E aN1 . ..N.,, 

where a E %‘\{ T, I, =, 1, A, V, >, li’,, C,}, and H, B E 1 1“ are two /Iv-normal forms that 

have the same type. Then, the equation L = R corresponds to a rewrite rule L + R if 

and only if Fv(B) C Fv(H). We call H (L) the equation’s or rule’s head (closed head) 
and B (R) its body (closed body). We call the constant a the dejned symbol of the 

rewrite rule and the Ni its (formal) arguments. A set of rewrite rules 3 is called a 

generalized higher-order rewrite system (GHRS). 

A rewrite rule with head H is left-linear iff each variable from Fv(H) occurs only 

once in H. Two rewrite rules with closed heads L and L’ are called overlapping if 

and only if there exist terms Mr to IV,,, and MI to M,’ such that (LA41 . .A&,,) 1;~ 

(L'M,' .A4,‘) 1; (the A4i and A4/ must, of course, have appropriate types). If no such 

terms exist, they are non-overlapping. 
A parameter is said to be free in a GHRS 9 if it is not the defined symbol of any 

rule in A. A term from ,C’ is constructor-based with respect to a GHRS W iff it is 

either a variable or it has the form cMt . M,, n 3 0, where c E % is free in .Z, and 

the M, are constructor-based. 

A rewrite rule is constructor-based iff its arguments are constructor-based. A GHRS 

is constructor-based iff all its rewrite rules are constructor-based, and it is left-linear 

iff all its rewrite rules are left-linear. If it enjoys both properties, we simply call it 

a higher-order rewrite system (HRS). A HRS is orthogonal iff its rewrite rules are 

pairwise non-overlapping. 

A GHRS Z! induces a rewrite relation, 3, on terms where M 3 N holds iff 

3(L+R)Ed,pEG(M),S ,... nE..k’: 

MI, = (LS, . ..S.) 1; AN E M[(R& . ..S.) I& 

As proved in [25, Theorem 6.1 l] for a more general case, an orthogonal HRS is 

confluent. 

Definition 9. We define the translation I[ . ] from GOFFIN core programs into formulae 

of the STT by the rules given in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 9. Mapping bindings of the core language to STT formulae 

Note that variables defined by a binding in the core program are mapped to param- 

eters in the STT; only A-bound and existentially quantified variables become variables 

of the STT. 

Theorem 10. The mapping [ . ] transforms each binding of a core program (non- 

terminal B JLom Fig. 8) into an STT equation that corresponds to a rewrite rule. 

Furthermore, each core program (set of bindings) is mapped into an STT theory that 

corresponds to an orthogonal HRS. 

Proof. Bindings are transformed according to the first rule in Fig. 9. The right-hand 

side of this rule is, by Definition 8, corresponding to rewrite rules of the form 

The restrictions on bindings of core programs that are imposed in Section 4.1 (i.e., 

patterns are constructor-based and left-linear, and bindings for the same function must 

be non-overlapping) guarantee that rewrite rules corresponding to STT equations that 

are generated by [ ] from a legal core program are forming an orthogonal HRS. 0 

4.4.2. Term models 

Equational STT theories, and consequently GOFFIN programs, induce canonical mod- 

els that interpret simply typed A-terms as data terms, but assemble terms into equiva- 

lence classes agglomerating those terms that are identified by the equations of the theory 

(i.e., the program). We will use these models in the arguments about the soundness of 

the operational semantics that is introduced in Section 4.5. 
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Definition 11. Given a set of closed equations & of the form A4 =M’ from Y, we 

define the congruence relation %:c: on p, for each type ct E ~7 as follows: 

Obviously, the relation NC: is an equivalence relation. 

Lemma 12. T/ze relation Zd is u congruence on the Yz. 

Proof. We have to show that the following two assertions hold: 

(i) For all MI ,Mz E Y” such that Ml EJ Mz, we have (k8. Ml )“‘fi %J (Axa. M? )“+fi. 
(ii) For all MI,I& E Pip and NI, N2 E YX such that A41 Zfi Mz and N1 Eh Nz, we 

have (Ml N1 )I Ed (M2 Nz)fl. 

Assertion 1. Let J! be any model such that ..I% + 8, then we know from MI SC: M2, 

Definition 11, and Lemma 7 that $,-Ml = Y 342. Now, we can calculate as follows: 

~Y‘(i.X.M,) 

= {Definition 5) 

Izz. ( y &] MI 1 

= {MI is closed} 

nz.(Y-A4,) 

= {$,-IV, = Y-M} 

lz.(Y 342) 

= {Ml is closed} 

lz. ( y &i] M2 > 

= {Definition 5) 

I -(3.x .A42) 

Finally, (E,xfl .A41)“‘~‘~~ (kfi.M2) ‘--8 follows by Lemma 7 and Definition Il. 

Assertion 2. Let i/I be any model such that ~2 + 6, then we know from Ml go M2 

together with N1 2~: Nl, Definition 11, and Lemma 7 that Y-A41 = Y-M2 and ‘I ‘Nl = 

Y-Nz. This implies in conjunction with Definition 5 that **(Ml Nl )= “I“(& Nz). 

Again exploiting Lemma 7 and Definition 11, we reach the conclusion that (Ml NI ) 

NR (M2N2). q 

Based on the congruence 36, we define a canonical model for 8. We denote the 

equivalence class of M’ E 9’” by [Ml” E F/Et. 
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Definition 13. Let Nn be the congruence on the 9% defined by the equational STT 

theory b. We define the function (.) as follows: 

- for each M E YO, 

bf) = 
[T] if [M]=[T] 

[I] otherwise; 

- for each M E F, s E W\(o), (M) = [Ml; and 

- for each M E Y”- 1, (M) is defined to be th e f unction satisfying (M)(N) = (M N), 
for each N E p. 

The tern2 structure slf~(S) = ({8x},,4;) is defined by 

- W={(M)IMEY”}, and 
_ Yc = (c). 

It is easily verified that el”/r(S) is indeed a structure according to Definition 4 - 

note that we identify T with (T) and F with (1). Furthermore, the structure sJlr(B) 

is unique because %A is a congruence. 

The following theorem justifies calling _fl~(&) the term model of 8. 

Theorem 14. The term structure _&:1’~(8) is u model of 8. 

Proof. We have to show that (i) M/T(&) is an interpretation and (ii) ~kYr(f$) /= 8. 

(i) Given an assignment Q, = [xl H dl , . . . ,x,, H d,] each di is from a domain 9 and, 

hence, due to definition of the domains of ~flT(g), we know that there is an Mi E .P 
such that (M,) = di. We define the valuation function “/;i; “(‘) for C$ as follows: 

.Y;.r’r’r(C;‘M = ([Ml/xl . . M,,/x,]M). 

To prove that 6dr( 8) is an interpretation, we show by induction that ^t;d “‘(’ ’ respects 

the conditions given in Definition 5. We represent the substitution [Ml/xl . M,/x,] 

by 0. 

- ~,~~.:~‘~Xi=~xi=di=(Mi)=(Oxi). 
- cEw~~c=.~c=(c)=(Oc). 

- (N N’): 

Y&N N’) 

= {Definition 5) 

(YiN)($N’) 

= {induction hypotheses) 
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(ON)(ON’) 

= {definition of (.)} 

((@N)(@N’)) 

((@(N N’)) 

- (iy .N): 

I$(iy.N) 

= {Definition 5) 

AZ. $+,+,A’ 

= {induction hypotheses} 

AZ. (([Z/Y] 0 @IN) 

= {Lemma 7 and the definition of (.) } 

AZ. ((O(I._v. N)k) 

= {definition of (.)} 

(O(2y. N)) 

(ii) To show that ;/IT(&) b 8, we have to prove that, for each of the closed equa- 

tions (A4 = M’) E 8, we have $‘.A4 = P-M or by point (i) equivalently (M) = (M’). We 

know that [M] = CM’], and prove by induction over the structure of CY that whenever 

for two terms N, N’ E Yz we have [N] = [N’], then also (N) = (N’): 
_ cx t d : (N) = [N] = [N’] = (N’) due to the definition of the congruence 28, 
_ x=/I?- y:For any REYB, 

09 W = W’) (4 
u {definition of (.)} 

(N R) = (N’ R) 

H {induction hypotheses} 

[A’ R] = [N’ R] 

H (26 is a congruence} 

[N] =[N’] 0 

For GOFFIN core programs 9 (sets of bindings), we propose the term model _//r([.Y]) 

induced by the set of STT equations generated with the translation from Fig. 9 as the 

canonical interpretution. 

From Theorem 14 we can directly deduce the properties of term models stated in 

the following Lemma 15. 
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Lemma 15. For some set of equations 6 and assignment 4, we have 

f,;~;qf;,bM = Y; Nr(R)( [N/x]M). 

Similarl_y, we have, when x” E Fv(F), 

.Hr(&7) j= F @for all ME 9’“, AT(G) k [M/x]F 

and also 

C.KT(S) + F @for all 0 with dom(@)=Fv(F), ~.Mr(d) b OF. 

An important property of term models is that a closed formula F is valid in every 

model of an equational STT theory if F is valid in the term model of that theory. 

Lemma 16. For every equational STT theory 6 and closed formula F E Y*, we have 

~,%!~(8) 1 F ++ 6 k F. 

Proof. 

.~r(~) + F 

w {Definition 6) 

-I“. /lr(fi)F = T 

H {Theorem 14 and Definition 13) 

[Fl= [Tl 
H {Definition 1 1 } 

d b(F=T) 

e {Definition 6 and Definition 4) 

&?j=F 0 

Unfortunately, a similar statement for formulae that contain free variables is not true. 

Just consider the following example. Let a = {o, z} and let % contain, in addition to 

the logical connectives, the parameters cyO and a’. Now, let d be {ca = T}. It is easy 

to verify that _,flr(~?) k cx’. But consider the model ,c’ = ({ ?F}y, $+.) of & where 

$8:;‘. = { 1,2}, $,-a = 1, ($,z)l =T, and ($+,c)2 = F. Note that there exists no term that 

is denotated by the domain value 2 from @.. For the assignment 4 = [2/x], we have 

P$’ “(cx) = F, and hence ~1,’ k (cx’). 

The next definition captures the kind of interpretations that do not have the above 

problem. 

Definition 17. We call an interpretation ,&! = ({9il}z, 4) representation closed if and 

only if for all types c1 E 3 and domain values d E P, there exists a closed term 

M E P, such that -I”-“M=d. 

If a formula F is valid in all representation closed models, we write kc F. 
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Theorem 18. For every set of equations & and formula F E Y”, ,$le have 

Proof. 

for all 0 with dom(O)=Fv(F), AT(~) b 

@ {Lemma 16) 

for all 0 with dam(O) = Fv(F), 6 b OF 

++ {we are only concerned with closed models} 

8bCF 0 

OF 

The following lemma is necessary to prove the soundness of pattern matching in the 

reduction system that is presented in the next section. 

Lemma 19. For t,ro terms Ml,M2 E p und an equutional STT theory $ that cor- 

responds to a conjkent GHRS inducing the relt’rite relation 5, w,e have 

Proof. Given an equational STT theory & that corresponds to a GHRS according to 

Definition 8, a rewrite relation 5 is induced as described in Section 4.4.1. 

For confluent GHRS, Mayr and Nipkow [25] relate logical equality and rewriting. 

We refrain from restating their definitions and results here, but note that the relation 

=R from [25, Definition 3.101 coincides with the equality of _&r(8). And so, the 

lemma follows from [25, Corollary 3.121. 0 

4.5. The concurrent operational semantics 

Now, we turn to the operational semantics of GOFFIN by providing a concurrent 

reduction system for the core constructs. The reduction of an expression is defined 

with respect to a core program 9’, i.e., a set of bindings. The reduction of a formula F, 

if successful, results in a set of equations of the form Xi = Ei, and it is guaranteed that 

F is true in all closed models of the program enriched with the xi = Ei. 

To focus on the essential properties of the reduction system, we start with a num- 

ber of identifications that have no computational significance by using the structural 

congruence = defined to be the smallest congruence relation such that the following 

laws hold: 6 

6 See [27] for an account on this technique. 
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Pattern matching 

W/4 
(match-l): s 4 E 

(match-2) : 
EacEl E,, 0 = [WV,. > .K/s,l 

eE cz1 . x,4 

(match-3) : 
E 3 c’ E, E, such that c’ # c is not defined in P 

c 51 .z, ‘2 E 

Atomic reduction 

Fig. 10. The rules of the reduction system wrt. a program .P (Part I ). 

For all constructs el, e2 E P U E U A U G that differ only in the names of their bound 

variables, et = ez. 

(E/E, I/, true) is a symmetric monoid. 

(G/ --, 11, true) is a symmetric monoid. 

(A/=, 1, fail) is a symmetric monoid. 

E 11 fail = fuil. 

3x.E = Z’.E where X’ is a permutation from X. 

3F.trur 4 E = 3T.E. 

E, =E2 = EZ=E,. 

Definition 20. We define the reduction relation 3 on a parallel composed expression 

of the form El // . . II E,, with respect to a program B to be the least relation satisfying 

the rules in Figs. 10 and 11. 

The relation 5 defines the reduction of expressions on the basis of the rewrite rules 

induced by the orthogonal HRS corresponding to the program. 

The relation 2 is the transitive closure of 5, and 2 is the transitive closure of 5. 

The free variables of a core expression, Fv(E), are defined by those of the corre- 

sponding STT formula, i.e., by Fv([E]). 

The rules in the Figs. 10 and 11 are separated into five groups as follows: 

Pattern nwtching. Patterns in core programs are always flat, and pattern matching 

may demand the reduction of the matched expression. Note that in (match-3), we 

need not consider n fm when c =c’ because this case never occurs in type correct 

programs. 
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Logical connectives 

(= -1) : 
I E Fv(E) 

E 11 (z = E’) 3 ([E’/r]E) 11 (z = E’) 

(= -2) : E 11 (c E, . . E,,) = (c E; E;) --s-t E 11 El = 15’; I/ 11 h’,, = E:, 

(= -3) : 
c#dorn#m 

E 11 (c El . E,) = (d E; EL) 5 fail 

(3 : 
f @ FY( E) 

E I( 3z.E’ 3 E (1 E’ 

(ask-l) : 
G=(P, +EI) 11 ‘.. II (P, +-E&P, “i E I,... ,P,“; E, 

E (I (3s.G =+ E’ 0 A) 3 E II O1.. OJ’ 

(ask_2) G = (PI t EI) 11 .. I( (P, t E,), for any 1 > i 2 n, PI ‘2’ El 

E /I (3F.G =+ E’ 0 A) -% E I/ A 

Reduction within formulae 

(X-l) : 
Es -It E; 

(X-2) : 
E2 & E; 

El II Ez -% EI II E; El II (Ez = &) -% 4 II (E: = Es) 

(X-3) : 
Ez & E; 

El II ((P t Es II G) * & 0 A) 4 El II ((P t E; II G) * Ez 0 A) 

Structural congruence 

Fig. 11. The rules of the reduction system WI?. a program 9’ (Part 2). 

Atomic reduction. Rule (p) allows /?-reduction of STT terms. Note that in the 

typed i-calculus, P-reduction always terminates due to strong normalization - see 

Definition 2. 

The remaining two rules, (out) and (appl), implement the rewrite relation induced by 

the HRS corresponding to the bindings defined by the program 3’ - see Section 4.4.1. 

The parameter c in Rule (appl) is a defined symbol in the HRS induced by 9’. To reai- 

ize the call-by-need strategy required by our functional computation language Haskell, 

outermost positions are reduced first, by Rule (out). 

The uniform abstraction mechanism used in GOFFIN for the co-ordination and compu- 

tation part of the language allows to handle both the application of ordinary functions 

and of constraint abstractions by means of the same reduction machinery. 
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Logical connectives. These rules specify the operational meaning of equality con- 

straints, existential quantification (hiding), conjunction (parallel composition), and the 

disjunctions over blocking ask operations (guarded non-determinate computations) in 

the usual way. 

The only subtle point is that Rule ( = -1) does not discard the binding x = E’. This 

is important as the constraint system underlying GOFFIN allows rational tree constraints. 

Furthermore, note that it is not necessary to require x $ Fv(E) in the Rule (ask-l); 

the Oi are guaranteed to bind all X that occur in E’ due to the restrictions on ask 

expressions stated in Section 4.1. 

Reduction within formulae. The Rules (L-l), (A-2) and (A-3) - together with the 

Rule (struct) - specify the positions within formulae that may be rewritten by the 

atomic reduction rules. Note that the body expressions of ask expressions can not be 

rewritten before the equational constraints are satisfied by using Rule (ask-l ). 

Structural congruence. The Rule (struct) enables reduction modulo the congruence 

defined above. 

Overall, the congruence allows the concurrent reduction of the E, in a parallel com- 

posed expression El 11 . . I/E,,. The rules defining the behaviour of the logical connec- 

tives specify the top-level behaviour of the Ei while the atomic reduction rules apply 

the rewrite relation defined by the program. 

We finish the presentation of the operational semantics with statements about its 

soundness with respect to the declarative semantics provided by the mapping of core 

programs into STT formulae. 

Lemma 21. Given two expressions El. E2 with X= Fv(Et ) U Fv(Ez), 

El 5 Ez implies /= VZ.[EI] = ([El]. 

Proof. Using the mapping from core expression into STT formulae that is provided 

by Fig. 9 together with the denotation of the logical connectives that is fixed in 

Definition 4, straightforward calculations prove the validity of this lemma; we spare 

the details. q 

In the following [Ppl is the STT theory induced by the core program 9, i.e., by a 

set of bindings. 

Lemma 22. Given a core program 9 and two expressions El, E2 such that El 2 Ez 

with respect to g and X= Fv(E1) U Fv(Ez), we have 

.&‘r([9’]) + b+‘x.i[E~]I = [E2]. (1) 

Furthermore, given a pattern P = CXI _._x, and un expression E, we have for every 

assignment 4 : 

(2) 
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fuil 
P 4 E implies for cl11 0 = [Ml/xl,. . . ,M,,/x,,], 

Yq;.NF~u~~l,(Op) f prpn),E], 
(3) 

Proof. Due to the reflexivity and transitivity of the semantics of the logical connective 

=, it is sufficient to show that one step of 5 is sound. As some rules of 2 may use 

an arbitrary number of 5 steps in their conditions, we have to perform an induction 

over the height of the reduction to prove the soundness of 5. 
_ Height n = 1: We have to consider the following cases. 

(i) Rule (appl) when using a binding b = A.(c +E) on the term c - note that 

there are no free variables. This gives the rule instance c 5 E, and due to 

Theorem 14, we know 

Jlr(i[B]) b c = [El 1; 

(ii) Rule (p): Consequence from point 5 and 6 of Lemma 7. 

- Height II 3 2: 

(i) 

(ii) 

Rule (out): By induction hypotheses, we have 

~?‘,([a]) l== V’x.[E,]=[E2]. 

Hence, the correctness of this case follows from point 6 of Lemma 7. 

Rule (appl): The mapping in Fig. 9 provides 

[2X( c PI . . . P,+E)]=((Rx.clj . . . p,)=(luX.[E]l) 1’) (4) 

for the program rule applied. Now, we have to show that, under the condition 

c : E,, 13 i an, the following holds: 

.J@]) + VY.([c E, . ..En]=[O1 . ..O.E]). (5) 

By Theorem 14, we know that the translation of the program rule taken from 

Eq. (4) (Z.cfi . .P,) = (Lf.[E]), is valid in ~,Yr([Ppli), and hence by Lemma 7: 

3zT(uY~) + ‘dx.uc(@,zj ) . . . (o,,p, )I = ~0, . . t3,1Ej. 

Thus, to show Eq. (5) it remains to prove that, for all i, 

y;‘““b”“(o,q) = y; i/r-(rPl),Ei]. 
(6) 

For each i, either Rule (match-l) or Rule (match-2) was applied: 

l Rule (match-l): In this case, 8 =x and Oi = [Ei/x], and Eq. (6) trivially holds. 

l Rule(match-2):So,wehaveE,~~E~...E,~,~=cx~...x,”,and0~=[E,]~x~, 

. . , E,!“/xy]. Due to the induction hypotheses, we know that 

L llr([Ypll) b VF.([Ei] = [c Ei’ . . Ei”]), 

which proves Eq. (6) for this case. 

We gave the proof for Eq. (2) by proving Eq. (6) above. 
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To prove Eq. (3) let P = cxl . . .x, be a pattern, E be an expressions, and 4 = [yr H 
fuil 

4 , . . . , ye H d,] be an assignment such that P 4 E. Given a substitution 0 = [Ml/xl,. . , 

M,,/x,], we have to show that 

$;.g’(!.*I)(@p) f +r(,*j,[E]. 

This is by Theorem 14 equivalent to showing that 

(@(@P)) # (@[En) 

where @=[Nr/yr,..., Nl/yl] such that @Vi) = dj. 

By Rule (match-3), we know that E 3 c’E1 . . . E, and, due to Eq. (l), (@[[El) = 

(@(c’El . E,)); furthermore, c ’ is not a defined symbol and c =c’. Hence, there 

can be no A4 such that @(&Et E,) z A4 L @(OP). By Lemma 19 we get 

(@Cc’-& . ..&z))#(@(@P)) b ecause 9 is an orthogonal HRS by Theorem 10, and 

thus it is confluent by [25]. 0 

Lemma 23. Given a core program 9 and formulae F and F’ such that F 5 F’ lvith 

respect to 9 and X = Fv(F) U Fv(F’), we have 

Ar([YP]) + VT.[F’j > [FIJ. 

Proof. We start by considering the rules covering the logical connectives. 

- Rule ( = -1): In this case F =(E 11 (x = E’)) and F’=(([E’/x]E) 11 (x =I?)). Let 

$ be an assignment such that Y$’ ‘_ “T(“‘p’)[F’] = T, then we follow by Lemma 7 

that both $4’ - NT(FpI)([E//xj~) = T and y,,.flTW) (x=E’)=T. The latter provides us 

with $x = p4’ ‘r(O’t’, = $,i.“(U”I)Et. So, b y L emma 15, we get Y$‘E = T and, hence, 

Lemma 7 proves this case. 

- Rule ( = -2): We have F = (R II (cEl . . . E,) = (c Ei . . . EL)) and F’ = (E II El = Ei II 

liE,=E;). G’ tven some assignment 4 such that ?4’ r Nr(“Y’)[F’j = T, the latter im- 

plies (with Lemma 7) that for all i, Y~“T”y’)Ei = $~“UA”E~. 

+‘r(b*l)(CE, . . . En) 
dJ 

= {Definition 5) 

= {as discussed above} 

= {Definition 5) 
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This proves, together with Lemma 7, the case. 

- Rule ( = -3): trivial. 

- Rule (3): Having Y~-Nr(n’Pn)ljE’] = T, for some C$J, directly implies 

p-~‘r(! “l’(&@]) = T 
0 

due to the denotation of Z given in Definition 4 and the fact that there must be 

some A4 such that & = (M). 

- Rule (ask): We have F’=(E II(@ . .. @E’)). We can calculate as follows for any 

C$ with Yti’ / ‘r(I”l),F’, = T: 

+r’I~~l’([E]I A [@, . . @,E’]) 
dJ 

= {Lemma 7) 

= {restrictions on core programs, Section 4.1) 

~~‘/tr(“P’)([E] A [01 . . . O,((fj + E,) )/ . . . 11 (p, +- E,) =+ E’)]) 

={@,o... 0 o,=~~ll~l,...,~~l~,,l} 

$‘flr’uy”([E] A Ck, . . Z/lx,.[(~ +-- El) 11 . . . (I (p, +- E,) =+ E’]) 

= {Fig. 9) 

Y --‘T(‘yn’([E] A [3X.(fi e E,) II . . . )I (p, + E,) =+ PI) &J 

= {Lemma 7) 

7 “.Nr(u~‘l)(IIE] A ([3x(q + E,) )/ . . . II (p, + E,) + E’] v [,4])) 4 

This proves the case together with Lemma 7. 
_ Rule (ask-2): Trivial with Lemma 7. 

The result for the rules (A-1 ), (A-2), and (A-3) follows directly from Lemma 22 and 

Lemma 7. In a similar way, the result for Rule (struct) is a direct consequence of 

Lemma 21. q 

We call a formula solved if it has the form xi = El )I . . . IIx, = E, where the 

xi are variables. GOFFIN allows the use of constraints over rational trees. Therefore, 

Rule (=-I) does not remove the solved equations, but collects the parallel-composed 

solved equations instead of building up an answer substitution. 

Theorem 24. Let .P be core program and F and R be formulae, such that F 2 R 

with respect to 9. If R is solved and has the form 

R = (x;’ = E, (1 . . . I/x,” = E,,) 
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and c;’ , . . . ,c: E 59 are not dejined symbols in 9, then we have 

I[P u OR] b-C [@F] 

with 0 = [cl /xl,. . . , c,/x,] with dom( 0) = Fv(R). 

Proof. To establish that 

we use an induction over the length of the reduction: 

- Base case: F = R: By Theorem 14 we know that A’r([OR]) /= [OR] and, hence, 

&r(i[P u OR]) + [OR]. 

- Induction step: We split off the first reduction step, i.e., F3Fl2-T. By Lemma 23 

we have 

with v = Fv(F’) U Fv(F) and, thus, 

This proves the case when applying the induction hypotheses 

Finally, _&r([lP U OR]) b [OF] m conjunction with Theorem 18 yields the desired 

result. 0 

Theorem 24 establishes the soundness of the concurrent operational semantics with 

respect to the declarative semantics. 

5. Related work 

The work on skeletons, e.g., [lo], is strongly related to the methodology for parallel 

programming described in Section 2. In the skeleton approach, a purely functional base 

language is extended with a fixed set of higher-order functions, the skeletons, that are 

used to co-ordinate the parallel behaviour of a functional program. In contrast to GOFFIN, 

where new constraint abstractions can be defined by the user, the set of skeletons cannot 

be extended by the programmer. This makes the approach more restricted, but provides 

advantages when building efficient implementations on individual target architectures. 

Functional languages that provide explicit control over process placement and com- 

munication, such as Caliban [22] or para-functional programming [18], vary in the 

degree of control that the programmer has over the parallelism in a program. Caliban 

requires that the co-ordination structure of the program can be statically computed by 
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the compiler, which allows a particularly efficient implementation but restricts expres- 

siveness. Both Caliban and para-functional programming allow to specify the placement 

of processes - an issue left implicit in GOFFIN. This eases the optimization of a pro- 

gram on a particular parallel machine, but leads to stronger machine dependence and to 

a less abstract view on parallel programming. These languages usually do not address 

the issue of indeterministic computations, but require that, after removing all parallel 

annotations, the program is purely functional. 

The language EDEN [5,4] extends a purely functional language with an explicit 

notion of processes and streams. It provides a functionality that is very similar to 

GOFFIN, but the techniques to achieve this functionality are different. In EDEN, pro- 

cesses, streams, channels, and non-deterministic stream merge are introduced as ad-hoc 

primitives while GOFFIN is a synthesis of functional and concurrent constraint program- 

ming. On the other hand, the concept of a process is cut more clearly in EDEN than 

in GOFFIN. It would be interesting to investigate whether our work on the semantics of 

GOFFIN is also applicable to EDEN. 

The language Id [29] provides a kind of logical variable, called an I-structure, that 

can be instantiated by a form of single assignment statement. Id does not separate purely 

functional computations from co-ordinative activities, which use I-structures and single 

assignments. As a result, referential transparency is compromised and our methodology 

of structuring parallel programs by a separation of computation and co-ordination is not 

directly supported by the language. Non-determinism is introduced into Id by means of 

M-structures, a form of updatable data structure. While computing with logical variables 

(or I-structures) and single assignments can be interpreted as a monotonic refinement 

of a partial data structure, namely the constraint store, the use of M-structures spoils 

monotonicity. As a result, reasoning about programs becomes a lot harder. For Id pro- 

grams using I-structures, but no M-structures, Jagadeesan and Pingali [20] formulated 

a denotational semantics based on closure-operators. While this semantics does not 

cover non-determinism, it is probably a good starting for the development of a de- 

notational semantics for GOFFIN. To faithfully model GOFFIN programs, a denotational 

semantics should discriminate between the purely functional and the constraint-based 

computations of GOFFIN (the mentioned semantics for Id does not separate between 

these two kinds of computations). This is complicated by the fact that lazy evaluation 

and constraint simplification interact subtly. To our knowledge, there is currently no 

work available covering these issues. 

After his original presentation of concurrent constraint programming in [33], Saraswat 

introduced higher-order, linear, concurrent constraint programming HLCC [31]. In con- 

trast to us, Saraswat invents a general framework, not a specific language. In HLCC 

functional computations are realized by transforming them into an equivalent concur- 

rent constraint program instead of directly interpreting them as a user-defined equational 

theory underlying the logic part. This destroys the distinction between the co-ordination 

and the computation level. 

Classical concurrent logic languages [34] and multi-paradigm languages based on the 

concurrent constraint paradigm, such as AKL [21] and Oz 1351, achieve co-ordination 
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in much the same way as GOFFIN, but functional computations are considered to be 

a restricted form of relational computations, and so, functions are realized by predi- 

cates [28]. As a result there is no distinction between co-ordination and computation. 

Furthermore, AKL and Oz lack a strong type system, an important feature of modem 

functional programming languages [3]. In this context, it is important to note that it is 

the type system, which makes the static separation between co-ordinative and compu- 

tational activities possible in GOFFIN; otherwise, referential transparency could not be 

guaranteed for the functional computations. AKL and Oz provide built-in notions of 

search, i.e., don’t know non-determinism. Extending GOFFIN in this direction is an issue 

for future work, but has to be handled with some care, given the aim of programming 

parallel computers. 

6. Conclusion 

GOFFIN integrates higher-order functions and concurrent constraints to obtain an 

expressive language for structured and declarative parallel programming. To choose 

concurrent constraints for the co-ordination of functional reductions that represent 

single-threaded computations is neither a coincidence nor an artificial integration, but 

a natural happy marriage. 

Most naturally, constraints introduce the notions of communication and concurrency. 

Although traditionally abstraction is introduced into concurrent constraint programming 

by using definite clauses, GOFFIN shows that equations can also be used. The equa- 

tional setting, then, allows the smooth integration of the full computational power 

of higher-order functional programs. In addition, the functional sub-language Haskell 

allows the concise specification of complex computations, and the surrounding layer of 

the concurrent constraints provides the means to co-ordinate the parallel behaviour of 

these computations. 

We demonstrated that the use of constraint abstractions and higher-order features 

allows the concise and modular specification of generic co-ordination structures for 

parallel computing, and that the non-determinism introduced by overlapping rules for 

constraint abstractions is useful for parallel applications, such as search while exploiting 

global pruning information. 

The second part of this paper presented the theoretical foundation for GOFFIN. 
We captured the central constructs of GOFFIN in a core language and provided both 

a declarative and a concurrent operational semantics for this core. The former was 

given by a mapping of core programs to equational theories in Church’s Simple 

Theory of Types. The operational semantics was defined by a concurrent reduction 

system. Finally, we introduced term models and showed the soundness of the oper- 

ational semantics. A denotational semantics remains to be an issue for future work; 

likewise the introduction of don’t know determinism without severely compromising 

efficiency - especially on parallel machines. Furthermore, statements about the com- 

pleteness of our execution mechanism have to be established. 
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Currently, we are implementing a compiler for GOFFIN that generates code for modem 

massively parallel computers. 
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